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LUXURY VEGAN SYNTHETIC LEATHER ACCESSORIES 

 

 

Premium quality, functional accessories for consumers who are 

 ethically and environmentally conscious. 

 

With over 20 years’ experience in luxury accessories our team is committed to providing the best in product 
construction, service and after care. And, our focus on being a responsible brand runs far deeper than our 

materials. We limit the amount of waste we generate, and we offset our carbon emissions by investing 

in reforesting projects. 
 

Increasingly people are adopting plant-based lifestyles and demanding more sustainable solutions to 

prevalent global issues, like plastic consumption. 

In the past five years veganism has shown an increase of 550 per cent. In addition, the rate of vegetarianism is 

growing, and the consumer spend on low impact, sustainable products is expected to hit $142 billion in the US 

in 2020 for FMCG and retail (Source: Nielsen). 

 

 

 

 

 

Winners of PETA Menswear Award for  

 

BEST VEGAN ACCESSORIES 
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OUR VALUES 
 

 

ETHICALLY MADE 

We are committed to ensuring that our products are manufactured 

under safe, fair, and humane working conditions. The process of making 

leather requires a combination of toxic chemicals, that cause long term 

damage to land, ecosystems, and human health. 

 

 

SUSTAINABILITY 

We use low impact materials sourced from the most reputable suppliers, 

produced in factories which have eco and sustainability credentials. Our 

collection is made using innovative plant-based bio leathers and a 

premium quality lining made from 100% post-consumer plastic bottles. 

CRAFTSMANSHIP 

Quality is the primary consideration when we are selecting materials and 

deciding how our products are crafted, and we work with only the most 

detail-oriented manufacturers. We adopt a slow fashion approach, so we 

design items which will not be out of fashion next year. 
 

 

CRUELTY-FREE 

We believe the consumer market must evolve to be a fully sustainable 

supply model with cruelty-free supply and manufacturing. Industrial 

farming and leather production contribute to climate change, habitat 

destruction, and contamination of land and water. 
 

 

 

SUSTAINABILITY GOALS  
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MATERIAL AND FABRICS 

Luxury accessories have historically meant shopping for animal leather, but innovations in textile development 

mean the materials we use are not simply leather alternatives, but materials in their own right. Examples are: 

 

CORN LEATHER 

Carbon Neutral Raw Material 
 

Our primary synthetic leather is made from Bio-Polyols, 

elements derived from non-food grade corn. The final 

material contains more than 50% plant content. 

 

The oil drawn from the corn is synthesized to create a base 

material. A layer of PU is then added to give it a leather look 

and feel and provide durability. 

 

Using the corn based raw material means our synthetic 

leather has a smaller environmental footprint than its 100% 

petroleum-based alternatives, saving CO2 emissions. 

 

 

 

DESSERTO 

Made from Cactus Leaves 
 

Cactus leather is partially biodegradable and is made with 

30% content from the Nopal cactus or prickly pear. 

 

The plant requires little water, all of which it acquires at night 

from the moisture in the air. It is grown without the use of 

herbicides or pesticides, and its presence helps enrich the soil 

with micro-flora and micro-fauna. 

 

All remaining organic cactus material not used in our process 

is exported and sold to the food industry. 

 

 

RPET LINING 

Recycling Waste Plastics 
 

We use a woven lining made with rPET, a fibre created from 

waste plastics. 

 

Luxury leather goods are typically lined with polyester based 

fabrics, which require high levels of natural resources. 

 

Our lining is soft and strong like polyester, but uses 94% less 

water, 60% less energy and 32% less CO2 to manufacture. 
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OUR SUPPLY CHAIN 

We believe that not only should our product be environmentally friendly, but so should our suppliers. We want 

our suppliers to be as focused on the environment as we are, so our customers can trust we use sustainable 

materials sourced from the most reputable producers. 

Our vegan leather suppliers carefully consider their Co2 footprint. With one powering all three of their factories 

using rooftop photovoltaic generators which produce usable solar energy as well as using low impact LED 

lighting throughout the group. 

The factory supplying our rPet lining have an outstanding commitment to environmental responsibility and 

awards include Bluesign® system standards, to environmental production process and the ISO 14064 

Greenhouse Gases Emission System Certificate. 

In fashion today, it is important that we understand how our supply chain affects people too, so our supply 

chain is ethical and considerate to fair wages and working conditions. 

 

THE COLLECTION 

CARD HOLDERS 

 

 

 

RRP prices for card holders start at just £30. Both designs are compact and slim. 
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WALLETS 

 

 
 

Wallet styles are traditional with 8 Card Bifold, 9 Card Trifold and Coin Pocket. 

Retail price £50-£60.  

BELTS 

 

 

 
 

Made with premium quality microfiber vegan leather or natural cork. 

Retail price £40-£50.  
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WOMEN’S COLLECTION  

 

  

Includes Crossbody Bag, Tote Bag, Pouch and Zipped Purse. RRP £85-£220. 

 
 

 

THE WOLF 

 

The strength and endurance of the Wolf inspires our design. As well as helping you look and feel great, 

Watson & Wolfe has been conscious of the cross functional lifestyle you lead as a professional, partner, friend, 

adventurer, and sportsman. We believe our accessories should be practical, durable, and versatile so you feel 

organised and in control wherever your life takes you. 
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CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 
 

 
 

★★★★★"This is my third time ordering from this shop and I am continuously impressed. I have ordered 

two wallets, a belt, and a washbag all as gifts and their quality is incredible. All their products are beautiful 

and very well made. I highly recommend their products." 

 

WHY CHOOSE ALTERNATIVES TO LEATHER? 

Fashion accounts for 10% of greenhouse gas emissions from human activities. Cow-derived leather has 

almost three times the negative environmental impact as its synthetic counterparts, including polyurethane 

(PU) leather*. 

22 TONS 

of effluence was 

dumped into the Ganges 

River every day in 

Kanpur, India in 2003. 

   
Kanpur:  the self-proclaimed 

''Leather City of the World’’, 
once housed more than 10,000 

tanneries. 

 

The Hazaribagh district 

in the capital city Dhaka, 

Bangladesh is rated as 

ONE of the FIVE 

most toxic, heavily 

polluted sites on the 

entire planet. 

 
Source: Blacksmith Institute 

 90% 

of tannery workers die 

before the age of 50 
 
Workers, incl. children, perform 

hazardous tasks such as 

soaking hides in toxic 

chemicals and using knives to 

cut skins. Unprotected workers 

stand barefoot in cancer-

causing chemicals and use 

acids that can cause chronic 

skin diseases. 

 420 MILLION 

animals must be provided 

to meet leather industry 

demands for accessories by 

2025. 
 

The supply chain includes sheep, 

pigs, cats, dogs, and exotic species. 

There are documented cases of 

cows being conscious and skinned 

alive and others who die before 

they reach the slaughterhouse. 

 

SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS HIT $142B IN 2020 

Figure for US FMCG and retail – Nielsen 

VEGAN LEATHER INDUSTRY WORTH $89.6 BILLION BY 2025  

Compound Annual Growth Rate of 49.9%: - Infinium Global Research 

WOMENS HANDBAG MARKET TO REACH $67.85 BILLION BY 2025  

CAGR of 5.4% from 2019 to 2025 

VEGAN WOMEN’S FASHION TO REACH C. $1 TRILLION BY 2027  

Growing at a CAGR of 14% – outpacing even vegan food growth 
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THE TEAM 

 
HELEN FARR-LEANDER 

Founder & Director 
 

Helen has wide experience of multi-channel retail operations in several 

different sectors including Leather Goods, Interior Home and Men’s Fashion. 

 

Helen spent 10 years at Leather Goods Company Aspinal of London and 

was pivotal to the company’s success from start-up to £10M turnover. Helen 

has a broad understanding of business operations which can only come 

from being so intimately involved in starting and running a successful 

startup.  

 

Moreover, she has a background in Sales and Marketing having worked 

at the leading marketing agency More2. 

 

 

SANJAY PATEL 

Non Exec Director 

Sanjay is an experienced CEO/ FD, with over 29 years’ experience within 
retail, market services and technology-based businesses. Sanjay was Finance 

and e-Commerce Director for 6 years at Smythson. There, he grew the 

online channel six-fold with minimal investment. As FD, Sanjay led the sale 

of the business, raised 2 rounds of funding, maintained relations with 

investors and bankers and led a £5m UK & International retail expansion 

capital investment appraisal. Following this, Sanjay was the MD of more2 

Ltd, a leading multi-channel retail marketing agency servicing 70 of the top 

UK retailers. During his four years there, Sanjay oversaw annual growth rates 

of c.30% and set up a US office.  Sanjay, now acts as a non-exec FD/ CEO, 

providing services to 10 SME’s. Typically involved in fund raising, business 
planning and growth strategy, from cash flow management to business exit. 

Most recently as CEO, Sanjay led TFI, an international live events agency 

through a successful turnaround leading to an MBO. 

 

 

ANDREW GOLDING 

Investor / Director Designate 

 

Andrew Golding is a professional investor with a varied background in finance. At its inception in 2002 he was 

Finance Director of Aspinal of London Limited. Andrew was also a Buyout partner at 3i Group plc (2005-2011), 

a non-executive Director at Bolt Holdings (the original MBO of CitySprint (2004) and has held numerous NED 

positions. He is currently Chairman of AltR LONDON, an Advisory Board member of Resilience Partners in 

Madrid and a NED of Manchester based payments intelligence business CMSpi. 
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WHOLESALE 

 

We offer our collection for wholesale and provide support through our website, point of sale material and 

awareness on our social media channels. If you are interested in finding out more you can apply to become a 

stockist by contacting our wholesale team. 

 

CONTACT 

Davina or Minny 

Email: wholesale@watsonwolfe.com 

 

 

CORPORATE GIFTING 

 

Corporate gifting today, has to be creative and without doubt carry a message of sustainability. Most of our 

products can be personalised with your company’s branding, or even bespoke initials should it be a select 
individual or group you are looking to impress.  Each item is delivered in our luxury gift packaging which has 

also been carefully considered to reflect our ethos and brand values. 

Please contact us to discuss your gifting requirements. 

 

CONTACT 

Helen Farr-Leander 

Email: helen@watsonwolfe.com 

Tel: + 44 (0) 7944 867653 

mailto:wholesale@watsonwolfe.com
mailto:helen@watsonwolfe.com

